
Adjectives modify the meaning of nouns and pronouns. They describe which,

whose, what kind and how many.

Example:

The hairy dog chewed on my favorite running shoes.

There are many adjectives in this sentence. The and hairy describe the

dog, while my, favorite and running describe the shoes.

Seven words in English are always adjectives. These are the articles a, an and

the, and the possessives my, our, your, and their.

Identifying Adjectives
Name: Date:
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Find and write the adjectives in each sentence.

( 1 ) The quiet desert looks very flat on a

late afternoon.

( 2 ) Police officers use road blocks to

catch drunken drivers.

( 3 ) We had a fun time at the park last

Tuesday.

( 4 ) Charles sold his old motorcycle and

bought a safe, new car.

( 5 ) You are crazy to pay that price for

ordinary jeans.

( 6 ) There are fewer daylight hours in the

winter months.

( 7 ) My friends and I like to sit in the back

when at movie theaters.

( 8 ) Some birds will fly faster than others.

( 9 ) This doll has short, brown hair and

blue eyes.

(10) The smelly dog had gray, shaggy fur.

(11) The weather outside is over ninety

degrees today.

(12) Three of the little girls were pointing at

my silly hat.

(13) The sea serpent enjoys swimming in

warm grape juice.
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